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Delta luv crib

1996-2015 ©, Amazon.com, Inc. Or its affiliate, Washington, D.C - The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) of Delta Enterprise Corp., New York. to replace missing safety pegs associated with 985,000 drop-side creeps. Using or not installing safety pegs can cause traps and choking risks for infants and toddlers. If the
safety peg on the base of each leg of the crib is missing from the lower track, the crib lock can be removed and removed if it is lowered below the peg hole, creating a dangerous gap. This interval can lead to traps and asphyxiation in infants or infants. CPSC staff are aware of the death of an eight-month-old child who was tied up and
suffocated when the drop side of the bed was separated from the re-edging bed, which did not install a safety peg. The CPSC is also aware of two traps and nine break-up incidents in cribs missing safety pegs. The recall included all Delta cribs manufactured in Taiwan or Indonesia, including the design of crib trigger lock drop-side
hardware with safety pegs. These model numbers and origins can be located on mattress support board labels: 4320, 4340, 4500, 4530, 4532, 4540, 4542, 4550, 4551, 4580, 4600, 4620, 4624 (production date 01/06 th through 11/07), 4640, 4660, 4720, 4735, 4742, 4750 (production date 01/95 th through 12/00), 4770, 4770, 4780, 4780,
4780, 4780, 4780, 488, 4780, 4780, 4780, 4780, 4780, 4780, 4780, 4780, 4880 4850, 4860, 4880, 4890, 4892, 4900, 4910, 4920, 4925-2 4925-6, 4930, 4 4943, 4944, 4947, 4948, 4949, 4950, 4958, 4963, 4968, 4969, 4980. Recalled cribs have date codes from 1995 to December 2005, and one model (4624) was created in 2007. The
model number is located at the top of the mattress support board. Cribs made in Taiwan and Indonesia were sold for about $100 between January 1995 and September 2007 at major retailers Target.com Walmart, Kmart and Amazon. This crib was found to be used. Cribs currently sold in retail stores are irrelevant. CPSC and Delta urge
parents and caregivers to immediately stop using safety peg-free cribs on all legs of the crib and contact Delta for a free repair kit that is easy to install. The kit includes a boldly coloured safety peg and a warning label to attach to the mattress board. Consumers with cots with all safety pegs can continue to use the crib. However, cpsc
recommends that these consumers contact Delta for repair kits for future assembly purposes. Call Delta toll-free at 1-800-816-5304 at any time after 5:00 p.m. today or log on www.cribrecallcenter.com to order a free replacement kit. Parents and caregivers are encouraged to find a safe and alternative sleeping environment for their
children if the recalled crib is missing the safety peg. The CPSC would like to remind parents not to use the missing crib. Or loose parts. To keep your crib sturdy, you need to strengthen your hardware from time to time. If you are using a drop-side crib, parents should make sure that the drop side or other moving parts work smoothly.
Always check all sides and corners of the bed to separate them. Any separation can create gaps and trap the child. Also, do not try to repair any aspects of the crib, especially tape, wire or rope. Against the U.S. CPSC, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) is charged with protecting the public from the risk of
unreasonable injury or death associated with the use of thousands of types of consumer products. Deaths, injuries and property damage from consumer product accidents cost more than $1 trillion annually. CPSC's efforts to ensure the safety of consumer products have contributed to reduced mortality and injury rates associated with
consumer products over the past 40 years. Federal law prohibits manufacturers from selling products under publicly announced voluntary recalls or mandatory recalls ordered by the Commission. Lifesaving Information: Recall Hotline for June 24, 2010 Release #10-273 Firm: (877) 342-3418 Washington, D.C. - The U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission has partnered with the following companies to announc voluntary recalls for the following consumer products: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled product unless instructed otherwise. It is illegal to resell or resell recalled consumer products. Product Name: Delta Crib Unit: Approx. 747,000
Drop-Side Cribs; And all fixed and drop side beds using wooden stabilizer bars. Manufacturer: New York, N.Y. Drop Side Danger: The drop side of the bed may fail, separate or otherwise fail, and some of the falling sides may fall from position, creating a space where infants or toddlers can be wedged or tied with rolls, spaces that can
lead to strangulation or asphyxiation. Children may be caught in a crib. Drop-side accidents can be caused by incorrect assembly and age-related wear. Mattress support risk: In addition, some delta drop-side and fixed-side beds can be placed upside down with wooden stabilizer bars, creating gaps that can cause infants or toddlers to be
tied up and at risk of choking or choking, which can cause infants or infants to collapse. Accidents/injuries: The CPSC and Delta received 57 reports related to faulty or separated drop sides, including two bruises and a report that one infant fell out of bed. The CPSC is also aware of 19 reports of upside-down stabilizer bars, resulting in the
collapse of 10 mattress platforms. Two children were trapped but released. Injuries and one child were hurt. Description: This recall includes Delta drop-side beds and Delta cribs with wood stabilizer bars that support mattress platforms. Consumers should www.cribrecallcenter.com to see photos of the affected hardware types and
instructions for proper assembly of models and stabilizer bars. Sold at: Children's products retail stores nationwide and online between $100 and $300 from January 2000 to May 2009. Manufacturing: China, Indonesia, Thailand, Croatia. Drop-side crib treatment: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled drop-side bed and
contact Delta for a free repair kit that secures the drop side. Meanwhile, depending on the age of the child, look for alternative safe sleeping environments for children, such as cradles, play yard or infant beds. Mattress support therapy: Consumers using cribs with wood stabilizer bars that support mattresses should inspect the stabilizer
bar to ensure it is installed correctly as directed by the manufacturer and to check the joints on the bed for damage. If the stabilizer bar is installed upside down, immediately stop using the crib and contact Delta to install the stabilizer bar correctly, or visit the company's website at www.cribrecallcenter.com Consumer Contacts: For more
information, contact delta at (877) 342-3418 between 9a.m and 5p.m or visit the company in a www.cribrecallcenter.com note. : More information on special industry programs that offer free fixing kits from CPSC: CPSC reminds parents not to use cribs with missing, broken or loose parts. To keep your crib sturdy, you need to strengthen
your hardware from time to time. If you are using a drop-side crib, parents should ensure that the drop side or other moving parts work smoothly. Always check all sides and corners of the bed to separate them. Separation can create gaps and trap the child. Also, do not repair any aspects of the crib. The baby died in a crib that was tried
for repair by a caregiver. Age is a safety concern for cribs. At a minimum, CPSC staff are recommended not to use cots that are more than 10 years old. Many older cribs may not meet current voluntary standards and may have numerous safety issues. Visit cpsc's crib information center for more information on crib safety and recalls.



Delta drop side hardware correct installation three types of faulty assembly stabilizer bars trust us in cribs (without mattress support board installation), we are obsessed with safety. We test beyond standards to meet and exceed JPMA certification. We put each product through rigorous testing They can withstand years of use. We use the
cleanest ingredients to make the healthiest products for your home. IT'S EASY TO BREATHE WHEN YOU KNOW EVERYTHING WE MAKE IS NON-TOXIC, LEAD AND PHTHALATE SAFE, AND THE MATTRESS IS GREENGUARD GOLD CERTIFIED. Using the finest materials such as renewable New Zealand pine, high-quality
craftsmanship and innovative convertible design, our products contribute to a healthier planet. We have been creating innovative products for babies and children for more than 50 years and have established usself as a leader not only in safety but also in terms of style and quality. We invent safe and modern products for children that
make parents' lives easier. As a family-owned company and as parents, our commitment to safety, quality and style is at the heart of everything we do. Learn more Delta children vs. others playing videos and we offer you one thing to worry about because we test our products beyond the criteria to ensure they are safe over $5 M+ of
products donated to families needed for travel across the country to educate families on the importance of safe sleep 10% of all profits go to improve the lives of real parents of children. Real reviews. More than a million verified reviews and counting influencers delta children see customers shopping for photos, and tagging us and sharing
their own. Follow @deltachildren @deltachildren on Instagram
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